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ABSTRACT:
Energy consumption is careful as one of the
mainlimits in MANET, as the mobile nodes do not
ownperpetualcontrolstock and has to depend on
batteries, thus dipping network era as batteries get
exhausted very fast as nodes move and modification
their positions rapidly across MANET. The study
proposed in these weekly things to see this very
specific problem of energy consumption in MANET
by applying the Fitness Function technique to adjust
the energy consumption in Ad Hoc on Demand
Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) routing
protocol. The proposed protocol is called Ad Hoc on
Demand Multipath Distance Vector with the Fitness
Function (FF-AOMDV). The capabilityjob is used to
invention the optimal path from the mechanism to the
destination to condense the energy consumption in
multipath routing.
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1.INTRODUCTION:
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are intended to
provisionreal and healthy mobile wireless network
operation through the combination of routing
functionality into mobile nodes. These networks are
predicted to have topologies that are multihop,
dynamic, random, and sometimes fast changing.
These topologies will perhaps be collected of
wireless links that are comparatively bandwidth-
constrained. Ad hoc networks are critical in the
development of wireless networks, as they are
composed of mobile nodes which connect over
wireless links deprived of central control. The
traditional wireless and mobile communication
problems like bandwidth optimization, transmission
quality improvement and power control are
straightcongenital by ad-hoc wireless networks.
There have been many proposals on dissimilar
approaches and protocols as there are
manifoldcalibration efforts being done in the Internet
Engineering Task Force and even as academic and
industrial undertakings.
2.LITERATURE SURVEY:
2.1wedeliverenergy Entropy Multipath Routing
optimization algorithm in MANET based on GA
(EMRGA). The key idea of the protocol is to find the
negligible node residual energy of each route in the
course of choosing path by descendant node
remaining energy. It can equilibrium individual nodes
cordless power operation and laterlengthen the entire
networks generation and live lines adjustment.
2.2The approach efforts to interpretation for link
firmness and is for lowest drain rate energy
consumption. In order to validate the exactness of the
proposed solution anunbiased optimization invention
has been premeditated and a different routing
protocol called Link-stability and Energy aware
Routing protocols (LAER) is proposed. This novel
routing scheme has been equaled with other three
protocols: PERRA, GPSR, and E-GPSR. The
protocol show has been evaluated in terms of Data
Packet Delivery Ratio, Normalized Control
Overhead, Link duration, Nodes lifetime, and
Average energy consumption.
3.PROBLEM DEFINTION:
The importantimpression of the protocol was to
discovery the negligible node remaining energy of
each route in the course of selecting a path by
descendent node residual energy. It can poisediscrete
nodes battery power operation and laterlengthen the
full networks time and livelinessmodification.
4.PROPOSED APPROACH:
In a typicalsetup, when a RREQ is disseminated by a
source node, more than one route to the journey's end
will be found and the data packets will be furthered
through these routes short of knowing the routes’
quality.  By instigating the wished-for algorithm on
the identical scenario, the direction selection will be
whollyunalike. When a RREQ is broadcast and
customary, the source node will have three types of
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evidence in order to find the thru and heightened
route path with decreasedenergy ingesting.
5.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:
6.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:
SOURCE
Source browses the file, choice the destination and
sends to the router. In Source while uploading the
file, translate and then uploads the file. File contented
will be adjusted to all the nodes.
ROUTER
Routercontains of four Networks, each Network
covers specific nodes. When Basis sends the file
originally it comes to the Network1 and
permitsfinished the Network1 nodes, if any mobbing
found in the Network1 node, Itmechanically selects
another node an changes to Network2 and Network 3
and Network4 and spreads the destination. The
energy size also beadapted, view the Network details.
In router the routing path and time delay can be
watched.
ROUTER MANAGER
Router manager views the attacker details by
examination the energy details and find attackers.
DESTINATION
Receiver request for file name and secret key and
receives the gratified from the router. Time delay will
be intended by sending the file from source to
destination and time taken to spread the destination.
ATTACKER
Attackerchoices the Network and node, gets the
unique energy size and adapts the energy size for the
node.
7.MULTIPATH ROUTING PROTOCOL
INPUT:v,V,R,r,e,E
Step1: Select the Source and Destination.
step2:  Source Initialize the route Discovery.
Step3: Broadcast the Routing Packet to direct nodes.
Step4:  Update the routing information in the Source
Routing Table.
Step5: Source Initialize the Beacon.
Step6:  Broadcast the Routing Packet to direct nodes.
Step7:  Update the Energy and location information
in the Source Energy Table for all the nodes in the
entire network.
Step8: If(ene>= High &&dist<= Low &&hop
Count<= Low)
Select that route for Communication.
Else if (ene>= High &&dist>= high &&hop Count<=
Low)
Select that route for Communication.
Else if (ene<= Low&&dist<= Low &&hop Count<=
Low t)
Select that route for Communication.
Step9: Send the periodic route discovery.
Step10:  Send the periodic beacon message.
8.RESULTS
File TransferingAnd File Path Area To Select File
And To Send File To Destination
Displays Nodes In Routers
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Display Energy Levels  Form Source To Destination
File received  after sending file
NODE ENERGY DETAILS
ROUTING PATH DETAILS
EXTENSION WORK:
The anticipate dun principled routing scheme
develops a buttressing culture background to
deviously route the packets even in the lack of
unswerving knowledge about frequency statistics and
grid model. This organization is top with zero data
regarding network topology and channel statistics.
The future routing structure jointly discourses the
questions of learning and routing in an unscrupulous
background.
9.CONCLUSION:
A n innovativedynamismresourceful multipath
routing algorithm called FF-AOMDV is
virtualexpending NS-2 beneath three different
scenarios, varying node speed, packet size and
simulation time. These scenarios were verified by
five performance metrics as Packet delivery ratio,
Throughput, End-to-end-delay, Energy consumption
and Network lifetime.
Imitationconsequencepresented that the proposed FF-
AOMDV algorithm has did much healthier than both
AOMR-LM and AOMDV in amount, packet delivery
ratio and end-to-end delay. It also did well in
contradiction of AOMDV for preserving more vigor
and healthiernetera.
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